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KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION ON INTERNATIONAL MARKETS FROM PATENT BASES:  
A STUDY ON GREEN PATENTS

ABSTRACT
Goal: This article aims to propose a model for stratifying technological information from 
meta-data contained in international patent bases, capable of supporting the strategic 
decision making that potentiates actions directed to foreign trade.
Design / Methodology / Approach: This applied research was based on the KDD - Knowl-
edge Discovery in Databases methodology and carried out a study focused on green pat-
ents. Patent bibliographic data published in the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) from 2003 
to 2012, focusing on alternative energies, more precisely on biofuels, were obtained from 
the Derwent database, with the search string based on the Green Patents IPC Inventory, 
published by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). After treatment and 
sanitization, more than 36,000 resulting records were performed under C4.5 algorithm, 
denominated J-48 from the software Weka, resulting in Brazil as the destination country.
Results: A decision tree was established, in which Mexico was highlighted as the main 
discretionary country. It was also verified the adhesion of the other emerging countries, 
which, along with Brazil, compose the BRICS.
Limitations of the investigation: The proposed model is limited to areas that show inten-
sive use of technology in products and processes.
Practical implications: It could be inferred that the proposed method can help companies 
to identify international markets more sensitive to a certain technology, from a free data-
base, reliable and capable of being used by micro and small companies.
Originality / Value: In scientific communication, it is not easy to find Data mining applied 
to Patent database, and in this study, BRICS cluster were identified in Green patents WIPO 
deposit.

Keywords: Intellectual Property; Sustainable Development; Decision Support Systems; 
Foreign Trade; Knowledge Discovery in Databases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The business strategies that use decision support systems 
grow every day. In this respect, the concept of  Business 
Intelligence – BI – or Competitive Intelligence refers to the 
process of transforming data into information, from which 
knowledge is extracted, and applied to decision making. Ac-
cording to Chau and Xu (2012), the growing popularity of 
Web 2.0 has led to the exponential growth of user-generat-
ed content, both in volume and in meaning. The challenge 
is to search for the right information, whether in volume, 
accuracy, cost of procurement and time adequacy. Accord-
ing to Chen et al. (2012), business intelligence and analysis 
have emerged as an important area of study for profession-
als and researchers, reflecting the magnitude and impact of 
data problems being solved in contemporary business orga-
nizations. 

However, given the complexity of conducting business 
studies at an international level, the option to seek sec-
ondary data contained in free and accessible public da-
tabases is an interesting alternative. There is evidence 
of the importance of developing a consistent business 
intelligence methodology, which contributes to making 
decisions regarding the expansion of markets to other 
countries, the expansion of technological R&D frontiers, 
and the increase of global productive chains, which is ac-
cessible and customizable, regardless of the size of the 
business that will use it.

Among the existing databases, the patent base has been 
the subject of many studies to analyze the evolution dynam-
ics of technology. Frietsch and Schmoch (2010) point out 
that the proliferation of patent-based studies can be ob-
served in recent years, but that increasing internationaliza-
tion and globalization also require an adaptation of patent 
analyzes to this new world order. By the refined organization 
and international standardization of information contained 
in patents, patent bases constitute more than a document 
repository for mere priority verification on the examina-
tion of the merits of a new technology that one wishes to 
protect. The set of information contained therein, if well 
explored by scientometric tools, constitutes a relevant tool 
for the strategic management of companies. In this regard, 
Goldschmidt and Passos (2015) point out that “The value of 
stored data is typically linked to the ability to extract high-
er-level knowledge from them.”

The interest in protecting an invention beyond the terri-
torial boundaries of the country in which the R&D was given 
can be interpreted as indicating the interest in the interna-
tional exploitation of that technology, as well as its higher 
economic value, according to Leydesdorff (2008). It is by the 
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), of which 152 countries are 
currently signatories, that the original deposit (unionist pri-

ority) can enter the national phase for its potential protec-
tion in each of the countries that have been nominated as 
a destination. The set of protections in the target countries 
(Designated Offices), along with the unionist priority, after 
the period required for merit procedure and evaluation, 
compose the Patent Family.

The database used in this work is composed of a subset 
of the patent applications published in the PCT with their 
respective families. To carry out a case study, it was decid-
ed to cut green patents in the area of alternative energies, 
focusing on biofuels. This decision was based on the results 
found by Bretas et al. (2018), which, based on the Inventory 
IPC Patent Green, WIPO (2017) - World Intellectual Proper-
ty Organization, found that this was then the field of envi-
ronmentally friendly technologies (Environmentally Sound 
Technologies - EST) with more applications published under 
the PCT.

Breitzman and Mogee (2002) discuss different business 
situations in which the use of patent analysis is appropri-
ate. The authors discuss techniques for strategically man-
aging the portfolio of a company’s patents, evaluating the 
technologies it develops, identifying companies interested 
in acquiring licenses for these technologies, as well as op-
portunities for cross-licensing or even patent donations for 
universities for tax deduction.

Shih et al. (2010) use patent citation analysis and pat-
ent families for their R&D management, identifying core 
technological competencies and assessing more influential 
international players in a specific technology area. They 
identify key inventors in competing companies with a view 
to attracting them. They perceive opportunities for merg-
ers and acquisitions with companies with technological 
competence complementary to theirs. They promote a val-
uation of companies based on the impact of their patents. 
Finally, they conclude that the combination of different 
patent analyzes based on co-citations and patent families 
would lead to strategic, tactical and point-of-competitive 
actions of competitive intelligence, capable of answering 
questions related to competitors and future technological 
scenarios.

Similarly, Liu and Shyu (1997) analyzed the patent bases 
and developed a unique technology enhancement scheme, 
which worked not only as a roadmap but also as a guide to 
strategic planning and forecasting technological trends, sup-
porting future decisions.

In the same lines, Lee et al. (2009) proposed the use of 
patent data to evaluate business opportunities, based on 
technological capabilities of companies, categorizing such 
opportunities in monitoring, collaboration, diversification 
and benchmarking. Thus, it became possible to perceive the 
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trends that the development of innovations is taking, aiding 
the direction of investments in technologies denominated 
future carriers.

The work of Liu and Shyu (1997), Lee, and Yoon and Park 
(2009) advance the exploration of the technological infor-
mation present in the patent bases in a structured way, pro-
posing models of exploitation of their data. Despite these 
advances, it is still possible to note the lack of tools and 
methodologies that support decisions for managers that do 
not focus on technology but the business itself. In addition, 
all work focuses on strategies that are especially applicable 
to large companies that conduct R&D and already have a 
patent portfolio. The central focus of the work has been the 
development of technological Roadmaps, identifying pro-
tagonists, technological trends, key inventors and a detailed 
view of competitors’ performance.

The model proposed here is intended to enable the man-
ager to extract market information from a highly technolog-
ical base. It is precisely in this gap that the efforts of this 
work are based. Because it is sought to associate a set of dif-
ferent techniques to solve a problem, one can consider that 
its core is the development of its own methodology, with a 
demonstration of its application by means of a case study. 
Therefore, special attention was given to the details of the 
now developed technical procedures.

Thus, it is possible to resort to a structured, reliable, 
world-wide, free access data source to see promising mar-
kets for its products, promising products for their market, 
and business partnerships for export and import.

Silveira et al. (2018) understand that patenting tasks can 
induce or stimulate industries in the some sectors, to exploit 
the technical knowledge contained in patents, obtained by 
third parties as a valuable source of technological informa-
tion and low cost, and which is capable of feeding a com-
pany on its own new products and processes research and 
development.

All of this, regardless of the business focus, is technolo-
gy development that is aimed to market without the need 
for market research with primary data collection, without 
resorting to technologists and, especially, being applicable 
to any business size.

Therefore, the objective of this work is to propose a mod-
el to stratify technological information from meta-data con-
tained in international patent bases, capable of supporting 
the strategic decision making that potentiates actions direct-
ed at foreign trade, whether they are export or import, as 
well as the internationalization of Research, Development 
and Innovation (RD&I) activities.

2. RELATED WORK

Yan and Luo (2017) propose to compare network maps 
of technological fields, created from patent analyzes, ob-
serving the differences and similarities in the structural 
properties of these maps. In order to identify the best tech-
niques to explain the distance measures between different 
classes of patents, they concluded that the best maps are 
based on standardized likelihood measures and inventor 
diversification.

Using specific tools, Uhm et al. (2017) propose a method 
for forecasting technology from text mining techniques on 
patent bases, using the R data language and the interval es-
timation method, which they call IEM.

Ajay et al. (2015) present the Intelligent Patent Analysis 
Tool (IPAT) free software tool. This tool, based on user-de-
fined parameters, retrieves public patent available data by 
Google Patent Search, and presents the top fifteen results 
in an Excel spreadsheet. Its proposal is to contribute to the 
process of technology evaluation, players monitoring, and 
change trends understanding.

Tekić et al. (2015) describe the Patent Search and Anal-
ysis for Landscaping and Management (PSALM), which is a 
software tool developed for competitive intelligence based 
on patent data. This tool collects and analyzes patents bib-
liographic parameters and performs text mining and cluster-
ing from patents deposited on USPTO.

Milanez et al. (2017) propose a method for the develop-
ment of patent indicators based on text mining applied to 
patent claims, stating that such a method can contribute sig-
nificantly to the technological prediction analytical process, 
monitoring processes, and competitive intelligence studies, 
by using more accurate and reliable key terms than those 
used in titles and abstracts.

Despite the evolution in approaches to discover trends, 
Seo et al. (2016) criticize the identification of opportunities 
for innovation that rely on the analysis of generic technology 
trends, without considering whether such opportunities are 
feasible for a target company. Thus, they proposed a system-
atic approach to identify viable opportunities, depending on 
the internal capacity of a particular company.

Jun et al. (2018) sought to dissect a particular technology 
in interdependent technological clusters. For this, they per-
formed a multivariate multiple regression modeling.

Observing companies from the potential investors’ view-
point, Motta et al. (2015) present a patented-scientometric ap-
proach to support project selection processes by seed capital 
funds, favoring the judgment of non-financial criteria, especial-
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ly those related to technology, market, divestment, and team. 
Using the scienti fi c data published in the Web of Science (WoS) 
database and patent data in the Derwent Innovati on Index 
(DII), they evaluated these non-fi nancial criteria in a case study, 
applied to the most important project in the CRIATEC fund of 
the Brazilian Nati onal Economic and Social Development Bank 
(BNDES, acronym in Portuguese). They concluded that such a 
method can be extrapolated to support business incubator pro-
grams, eligibility to locate technology parks or to receive fund-
ing from government support programs.

3. METHODOLOGY

This research can be classifi ed as an applied nature for 
decision support purposes, using a qualitati ve approach re-
garding the analyzes derived from its results, and quanti ta-
ti ve in relati on to the parameters analyzed. It is presented 
as a bibliographical documentary research. Finally, a study 
from the cut-out is presented for punctual applicati on of the 
methodology developed here.

Technical Procedures

The technical procedures used refer to the knowledge dis-
covery methodology in databases, called KDD - Knowledge Dis-
covery in Databases, whose steps are presented in Figure 1.

Based on the KDD steps, the development of this research 
pervaded the steps outlined in Figure 1, whose methodolog-
ical details are described below.

Data Acquisition and Data Selection

Data were obtained from the Derwent Innovati on Index, 
maintained by WoS – Web of Science. Such a database is 

composed by more than 40 patent-issuing authoriti es and 
has proved to be suffi  ciently complete to account for the 
records and their necessary att ributes to what is intended, 
including patent families.

There was a ti me cut, limited to a period of 10 years, in-
cluding requests published under the PCT between 2003 
and 2012. The year 2012 was used as a more recent cut due 
to the need to wait for patent families published at that ti me 
from the nati onal publicati ons of the desti nati on countries, 
from the local depository (unionist priority). At the moment 
of the ti me cut of this study, a local deposit had a period of 
12 months to enter the internati onal phase (PCT). Aft er 30 
months (internati onal phase), the nati onal phases of each 
desti nati on country were entered, and wait for an average 
ti me of more than 18 months for publicati on, according to 
Table 1. Currently, the internati onal phase was reduced to 
18 months, having incorporated the 12 months between the 
local storage and the entry into the PCT.

In order to carry out a study, it was decided to perform 
a technological cut contemplati ng a segmentati on of envi-
ronmentally friendly technologies (Environmentally Sound 
Technologies – ESTs) set by the United Nati ons – UN. To 
this end, it was employed the IPC Patent Green, created by 
WIPO, which were listed and categorized IPC codes (Interna-
ti onal Patent Classifi cati ons) of ESTs, and it was available at 
htt ps://www.wipo.int/classifi cati ons/ipc/en/green_invento-
ry/index.html.

By analyzing the amount of PCT green published patent 
applicati ons, a new cut was carried out, listi ng topic and its 
subtopics, considering the increase of deposits on the tem-
poral interval. It was noti ced that the area of alternati ve 
energies and Subarea biofuels was the most representati ve, 
and its corresponding IPCs are compared in Table 2.

Figure 1. An Overview of the Steps That Compose the KDD Process.
Source: Adapted from Fayyad et al. (1996).
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The complete results download records (full records) to-
taled an ordered list consisti ng of 24 att ributes. Then come 
the data cleaning process, purging unnecessary records to 
the study in questi on.

Data processing and data cleaning

The att ributes derived from the records obtained in the 
Derwent database contain, but not explicitly, the informa-
ti on necessary for conducti ng mining. Therefore, computa-
ti onal procedures were applied in order to extract from each 
record the parameterized informati on for the compositi on 
of the database for data mining - next step of the KDD. The 
detail of the parameterized informati on and its respecti ve 
att ribute that served as source to obtain it is associated in 
Table 3.

Table 3. Parameterized informati on and its source att ributes.

Parameterized informati on Source atribute
Country of origin (Unionist 

Priority)
PI - Prioriity Applicati on Infor-

mati on and Date

Unionist priority of the PCT 
applicati on

PI - Prioriity Applicati on Infor-
mati on and Date

IPC complete PD - Patent Details

ICP secti on PD - Patent Details

IPC Class PD - Patent Details

IPC subclass PD - Patent Details

151 columns, indicati ng each 
country member of the PCT* DS - Designated States

For the compositi on of the database, incomplete records 
that did not show any of the informati on listed in Table 4 
were eliminated. With this, a base with 36,316 records and 
47 att ributes each was obtained. This is because, of the 151 
PCT countries presently associated with the study tempo-
ral-cut, only 41 have been designated as desti nati on coun-
tries of one of the patent families.

Table 2. Green Patents IPC Inventory Extract.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGIES IPC
. Biofuels C10L 5/00, 5/40-5/48

. . Solid Fuels C10B 53/02, C10L 5/40, 9/00
. . . Biomass roasti ng C10L 1/00, 1/02, 1/14

. . Chemicals C10L 1/02, 1/19

. . . Vegetable Oils
C07C 67/00, 69/00, C10G, C10L 

1/02, 1/19, C11C 3/10, C12P 
7/64

. . . Biodiesel C10L 1/02, 1/182, C12N 9/24, 
C12P 7/06-7/14

. . . Bioethanol C02F 3/28, 11/04, C10L 3/00, 
C12M 1/107, C12P 5/02

. . Biogas C12N 1/13, 1/15, 1/21, 5/10, 
15/00, A01H

. . Geneti cally Modifi ed 
Organisms

C12N 1/13, 1/15, 1/21, 5/10, 
15/00, A01H

Source: WIPO (2017).

For the acquisiti on of raw data, the search string was ap-
plied to the Derwent base, comprising all the aforementi oned 
indentati ons in order to obtain a set of 36,316 requests of 
PCT, as shown in Figure 2, with their patent families.

Figure 2. Data Cuts.

Table 1. Summary of PCT Steps
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Algorithm parameters

Weka soft ware, which implements C4.5 algorithm, needs 
to be parameterized to run an instance and generate a re-
sult. Table 4 shows the most relevant of them. Parameters 
not shown were defi ned as the default recommended val-
ues in soft ware.

Table 4. Parameters applied to WEKA soft ware.
=== Run i nf or ma t i on ===

S c he me :        we k a . c l a s s i f i e r s . t r e e s . J 48 - C 0 . 1  - M 50

Re l a t i on:      Ba s e 36316F i na l

I ns t a nc e s :     36316

At t r i but e s :    47

T e s t  mode :     10- f ol d c r os s - v a l i da t i on

=== Cl a s s i f i e r  mode l  ( f ul l  t r a i ni ng s e t )  ===

-C 0.1 - Set confi dence threshold for pruning in 0.1;
-M 50 - Set minimum number of 50 instances per leaf;

Relati on – Just a name for the base;
Instances –Quanti ty of registers, organized in lines;

Att ributes - Number of features of each register;
Test mode – Validati on mode. The database is split in n parts, and when 

one part is used to generate the decision tree, the other n-1 parts are used 
to test the results. It is performed n ti mes, in a way that each n is used as 

to generate the model and test it.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By applying the parameters described previously in the 
methodology, the following decision tree is presented in Fig-
ure 3. The aim was to associate the att ributes that would 
adhere to the fact that one of the analyzed requests has or 

not Brazil as a desti nati on for its protecti on.

The quality of the result of this mining is shown by confu-
sion matrix analysis, which presented 85.16% of the correct-
ly classifi ed instances (precision), as presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Confusion Matrix

True Value
No Yes

Expected value
No 25,934 1,962
Yes 3,4291 4,991

Observing the decision tree in Figure 3, it was noti ced 
that only the att ributes related to desti nati on countries 
were discreti onary. There was no discriminati on regarding 
the technological areas (translated by the IPCs), nor relat-
ed to the year of publicati on of the requests, nor was the 
country of origin evidenced as a point of relevance. It can be 
inferred that, given the narrow technological cut (biofuels), 
the diff erenti ati on between technologies was very subtle. 
Moreover, the adopted ti me scale (10-year cut) may have 
been less than or equal to the ti me needed for the matura-
ti on of such technologies.

Finally, because of the development in foreign trade lo-
gisti cs, the origin of the technologies may not have been 
an impact factor for their limitati on to geographically close 
markets.

Among the desti nati on countries, Mexico was the most 
discreti onary country, when the outcome as a desti nati on of 
the biofuel-related technologies was Brazil. Such adherence 

Figure 3. Decision tree of PCT EST patent deposits which have designated Brazil as desti nati on.
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between these two markets can be corroborated when one 
explores the quantitative data of the same decision tree. In 
the branch of the tree where Mexico is a destination, there 
is also the outcome of Brazil as target in 76.7% of the 36,316 
records analyzed. Similarly, where Mexico did not compose 
the family of patent applications analyzed, in 97.8% of cases, 
Brazil was not a listed target either.

Another point that should be highlighted is the emer-
gence of the other emerging countries that make up the 
BRICS in this decision tree, which has given rise to a new bib-
liographic and documentary research to elucidate it. Fulquet 
and Pelfini (2015) show that emerging powers, notably the 
BRICS, have been redefining the architecture of internation-
al cooperation in a global context of growing demand for en-
ergy. This can also be seen when analyzing the UN initiative 
to hold, in 2007, the International Biofuels Forum. This fo-
rum brought together the main emerging economies (Brazil, 
China, India, and South Africa), the European Union and the 
United States, with the aim of promoting the sustained use 
and production of biofuels around the world, including seek-
ing to create standards and codes for bioenergy products, in 
order to consolidate and facilitate world trade.

The absence of Russia in this forum, as well as its little 
quantitative expression in the decision tree of Figure 3.3, is 
corroborated by MacFarlene (2006), when he throws light 
on the question: “Is Russia an emerging power?” And he 
concludes in his study that the maintenance of Russia’s sov-
ereignty and the recovery of its economic position is more 
evident than its effective growth.

5. CONCLUSION

By identifying which countries have the highest number 
of patent applications in a given technological area, it can 
be inferred that those markets are heated for such technol-
ogy. However, this limited analysis could be extrapolated to 
purely descriptive statistics. What has been shown is that 
the relationship between certain technology markets in a 
specific period can lead to the identification of opportunities 
for business expansion.

In this work, it could be exposed that the BRICS economic 
cluster works with green patents, except for Russia. It means 
that when a company wants to protect an Environmental-
ly Sound Technology in Brazil, it must look for other coun-
tries, because there is an 85% precision pattern identified 
for them.

The applicability of the method to companies of any size 
and the use of a free, accurate and cohesive world demon-
strate its potential for integration. In spite of this, the limita-

tion of its application can be denoted when looking at areas 
where there are weak indications of the use of scientific and 
technological knowledge to base business, or in areas ex-
clusively focused on providing services, to the detriment of 
product development and productive processes.

As a suggestion for future work, a real case of application 
of the prospecting method proposed to a group of compa-
nies that have real interest in foreign trade is being oper-
ated, along with the association of this study with national 
foreign trade strategies for the country.
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